THE BRAND YOU CAN RELY ON TO BE WATERPROOF

SPC Rigid Luxury Vinyl Tiles Stone and Marble effect.
Our rigid luxury vinyl tiles are square edged like the real stone and marble tiles but at a much lower
price. These are not cheap version of vinyl tile as the thickness is 5mm with a commercial finish and
an IXPE back 1.5mm thick.
The backing cushions the floor so that it feels warm and softer to walk on than real stone. Glasses
and plates will not break so easily as they will on a normal stone floor, and the click system means it
is very quick and easy to fit with no need for any adhesives.
These tiles can be installed over underfloor heating and you do not have to worry about the
moisture levels of the subfloor as long as it is flat to SR1.They can be installed directly onto old tiles
or old floorboards as long as they are “sound” and the floor is stable.
We currently have 4 colours on offer as below:

Marble Tile

Mottled Grey stone tile

Light Grey Marble Tile

Travertine Stone Tile

Why Choose our SPC Vinyl Flooring Tiles :
Best prices on the market for comparable quality, latest push click technology and natural
textured surface. The stone composite also has fibreglass to create a stable rigid plank, and
because of the width and lengths it looks more natural unlike narrower shorter pieces which
is commonly found in vinyl flooring.
Commercial grade Finish
Sizes 300mm x 600mm or 300mm x 900mm
5mm thick + 1.5mm IXPE backing = 6.5mm thick much better than the thinner tiles ion the market.
Quick installation.
Click system for easy installation.
Excellent durability with a 15 year guarantee.
Warm feeling underfoot and sound deadening qualities.
No VOC.
High Density.
High indentation resistance because of the high density of the composite rigid layer.
Fire Resistant.
Scratch Resistant.
Non-Porous and stain resistant.
Waterproof.
Can be installed in unfriendly environmental conditions unlike real wood flooring.
Backing has acoustic and absorption qualities.
Can be fitted without the need for any underlay.
Reduced installation time and costs.
Rigid construction due to the stone fibreglass composite middle layer.
When fitted our SPC flooring looks like the real thing and yet its warmer and softer underfoot.

